ARENA
PANELS

Arena Panels
Aluminum ground protection for vehicles and pedestrians

Material:

strand-cast aluminium

Dimensions
(l × w × h):

2.15 × 3.00 × 0.048 m
(7 ft 1 in x 9 ft 10 in x 2 in)

Weigth:

approx. 190 kg (419 lbs) per panel

Surface:

slightly textured, pedestrian-friendly surface
with fully retracted nuts and bolts

Accessories:

geotextile or EnkaMat®
usable for vehicles up to 12 t axle load

Transport:

approx. 806.25 m² (8,678 ft²)
125 panels per truck

Applications

inclement weather. In addition, Arena Panels can be

The Arena Panel system has been custom designed

joined seamlessly with our other turf protection

by eps for use in stadiums and other large-scale

systems, such as Terraplas and Rollaway. Despite

venues that need to accommodate both heavy

having the ability to support the heaviest of loads,

equipment and large crowds. The sturdy aluminium

the panels are also compact and light enough that

construction and optimal weight distribution allow

they can be quickly and easily laid manually, with the

the Arena Panel system to to withstand even the

help of a forklift.What‘s more, they can easily be

heaviest of loads. Unlike other heavy-duty ground-

transported to site using regular semi-trailers and

protection systems, Arena Panels are also pedestrian

standard 40-ft sea containers.

friendly and due to their lightweight construction,
can be manually installed.

Optional Extras
eps also offers delivery and installation. If you require

Features

an even greater level of subsurface protection, we

Each Arena Panel attaches to the adjacent panels on

can also supply EnkaMat®. or geotextile.

all sides using special internal connectors, creating a
completely even surface and ensuring the best
possible weight distribution. The system also
features counter-sunk bolts, special trip-proof ramps,
and a textured surface to prevent slipping in case of

www.eps.net
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01 Arena Panels provide the perfect access road for
heavy-duty vehicles in Modena Park, Italy | 02 Safe
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and robust access for forklift trucks | 03 Trip-free and
pedestrian-friendly – at the Openair Frauenfeld festival,
Switzerland | 04 Recessed screws and a light surface
profile make the panels a safe, trip-free base in public
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WHEREVER
YOU GO, WE
ARE THERE…

